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Abstract Multi-technique space geodetic analysis software has been developed6

which allows to combine data on the observation level. In addition to local tie7

information, site-wise common parameters, i.e. troposphere and clocks, can be es-8
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timated with this software. Thus, it will be discussed how common parameters9

have to be estimated and where biases/offsets need to be taken into account. In10

order to test such a novel concept, Global Positioning System (GPS) and Very11

Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data from the CONT11 campaign are being12

utilized. Since the VLBI baselines of this campaign extend over several thousands13

of kilometers, GPS data is processed in precise point positioning (PPP) mode and14

satellite orbits and clocks are kept fixed to the IGS final products. From the ob-15

tained results it can be shown that the combination of space geodetic data on the16

observation level leads to a consistent improvement of station position repeatability17

as well as nuisance parameters like troposphere estimates. Furthermore, estima-18

tion of common parameters (troposphere or clocks) at co-located sites helps to19

improve the solution further and derive an utmost physically consistent model of20

the concerned parameters.21

Keywords GPS · VLBI · Combination · GGOS22

1 Introduction23

Space geodetic techniques are either operated at single-technique sites or they are24

deployed at so-called co-location sites. At such stations two or more techniques25

are operated side by side and the reference points of the individual space geodetic26

instruments are connected by precise local tie measurements (Ray and Altamimi27

2005). Thus, space geodetic data from different techniques can be combined for28

the purpose of reducing systematic (instrumental) effects. Even if space geodetic29

techniques are analyzed with the same geophysical and mathematical models, only30

a combination on the observation level can ensure that outliers are detected before31
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parameters are combined, leading to a consistent usage of all observational data.32

The establishment of such a combination process is one of the goals for the realiza-33

tion of the Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) as described by Rothacher34

et al.(2009).35

At the moment, local tie information is used for operational combination, but36

mostly being done either on the level of normal equations or on the level of re-37

sults. However, recent studies from e.g. Thaller (2008), Otten et al. (2012) or38

Coulout et al.(2007) reveal that inter-technique combination on the observation39

level has the potential to outperform the current combination strategy. This led to40

the formation of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service41

(IERS) working group COL (Combination at Observation Level), which investi-42

gates this approach in more detail.43

In addition to the usage of local tie measurements, one can take benefit from the44

fact that several physical and geophysical parameters, which need to be estimated,45

are identical or only biased by a constant offset among co-located space geodetic46

techniques. Taking advantage from these kind of ”ties” allows to combine several47

techniques more sophisticated, and to avoid that outliers or data artifacts can48

propagate in target or nuisance parameters and, thus degrade the solution. How-49

ever, in order to realize both, combination on the observation level and estimation50

of common parameters a new software, which supports such approaches, had to51

be developed. In the following sections we will follow the concept of prior studies,52

but extend the combination not only to troposphere but also to clock parameters.53

In addition, we will introduce new types of ”ties” which relate between common54

parameters in the case of biases between the techniques.55
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2 Space geodetic data analysis with c5++56

Driven by the need to update existing space geodetic analysis software and moti-57

vated by the demanding goals of GGOS, a new analysis package named ”c5++”58

has been developed. Other than the prior version (Otsubo and Gotoh, 2002), which59

was written in Java, the new software has been coded in C++ which lead to its60

naming. In doing so, the software has been designed to support combination of61

space geodetic data from Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Very Long Baseline In-62

terferometry (VLBI) and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) on the ob-63

servation level, but also enables to process single-technique solutions. As depicted64

in Figure 1, SLR, VLBI and GNSS modules share the same library which contains65

all geophysical models according to the latest IERS Conventions (Petit and Luzum66

2010). In addition, local tie information can be included as virtual observations67

(cf. Sec. 2.1.1) which relate between the technique-specific reference points. The68

library also provides interfaces to various space geodetic data formats, enables69

reading/writing of Solution INdependent EXchange Format (SINEX) (Blewit et70

al., 1995) files and supports all necessary mathematical functions for the parame-71

ter adjustment process. c5++ does not have a graphical user interface (GUI) but72

is called directly from the command line and controlled via a configuration file.73

The software uses technique-specific handlers, called ”players”, which deals with74

data from a single technique. Each of these handlers, provides partial derivatives75

with respect to the target parameters and computes the reduced observations (O-76

C), i.e. the difference between the observation and the computed theoretical value77

at that particular epoch. In addition the handler returns stochastic information78

(formal errors of the observations) which is being used to give weights to the data.79
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As shown in Figure 1, also local ties are dealt with such a handler, which allows80

to apply such inter-technique information also directly on the observation level.81

The main program calls each handler as defined in the configuration file, collects82

the information that is returned from each ”player”, sets up the design matrix and83

the stochastic model and puts all information together for parameter adjustment.84

In the current version of c5++, a Gauss-Markov model (Koch 1997) is used for the85

least-squares adjustment. However, a Kalman filter (Kalman 1960) is expected to86

be implemented in the future as well. After the adjustment process, parameters87

are updated with their estimates and the main module calls again all involved88

handlers, which have also the capability to reject outliers. This iterative process89

is carried out until the ratio between the weighted root mean square error of the90

current iteration and the value from the prior iteration is larger than a user-defined91

value (in the following sections a value of 0.99 is applied). Once the iterative pro-92

cess is complete, the main program outputs all target parameters in SINEX format93

and provides a file that contains residuals for all data involved.94

c5++ has been compared against other software packages (Plank et al. 2011), and95

is currently being used by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI)96

for ultra-rapid determination of UT1 by means of VLBI (Hobiger et al. 2010) on97

a routine base. In order to demonstrate the capability of the software to com-98

bine data on the observation level, SLR and VLBI observations were processed99

together, revealing the benefits of this approach (Hobiger et al. 2014). However,100

SLR, i.e. optical technique, and VLBI, which operates in the microwave domain,101

do not share any station dependent common parameters other than those con-102

nected by local tie information. Thus, it is anticipated that the combination of103

two microwave based techniques, i.e. Global Positioning System (GPS) and VLBI,104
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which share several common parameters at a co-location site, leads to a further105

improvement of the estimates when those additional links are applied properly.106

2.1 Combination on the observation level107

Other than combination of space geodetic results, where parameters are derived108

individually from each technique, combination of all available space geodetic ob-109

servations on the observation level is expected to obtain more robust parameters.110

Outliers are less likely to bias the solution as data from other techniques helps111

to identify such data artifacts. Moreover, weaknesses of one technique can be112

compensated by adding a second technique, improving geometrical coverage and113

stabilizing the estimation of parameters which otherwise would depend on obser-114

vations from that single technique. However, combination on the observation level115

does only make sense when two or more space geodetic techniques have parameters116

in common or their parameters can be related to each other with a mathemati-117

cal model, physical relation or an external measurement, which was made at the118

co-location site. Local tie measurements, which fall into the latter category are in119

most cases the only link that relates between the different techniques. However,120

one can think of other ways to take benefit of co-locating space geodetic tech-121

niques. In the case of GPS and VLBI, which are both operating in the microwave122

band, the atmosphere around the site causes non-dispersive delays which need123

to be removed during the parameter estimation process. Thus, when those two124

techniques are co-located it is feasible to estimate a single mathematical model of125

the troposphere, that serves both techniques. Moreover, at many co-location sites126

reference signals from a frequency standard are sent to both, VLBI back-ends and127
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GPS receivers. Thus, the same clock variation can be assumed for both techniques128

in principle. In the following, these three ways of tying together VLBI and GPS129

data on the observation level will be discussed in detail.130

2.1.1 Local ties131

For any kind of inter-technique combination, precise local tie information is neces-132

sary. Without the knowledge of local ties, space geodetic techniques could not be133

related to each other directly, which contradicts the idea of a co-location station.134

These 3D vectors are usually obtained from local surveys which relate the reference135

points of two or more space geodetic techniques to each other. After adjustment136

of the surveying data, the 3D vectors and their variance-covariance information137

is transformed into the terrestrial reference frame where it can be applied either138

on the observation level or used for combining normal equations. Local ties are139

provided by agencies hosting co-located instruments and are made available to the140

ITRF center of the IERS. Such information can be read read by c5++ directly.141

The software deals with this information as an independent observation, i.e. call-142

ing a dedicated handler that returns residuals (O-C) for the coordinate differences143

between the measured (i.e. local tie) and calculated (i.e. from the c5++ estimation144

process) inter-technique vectors. As for VLBI and GPS, this reads as145 0BBBBBB@
∆x

∆y

∆z

1CCCCCCA
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−
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0BBBBBB@
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y

z
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0
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where σ∆x, σ∆y and σ∆z are the formal errors of the local tie as stated in the147

corresponding SINEX file. In order to give more or less weight to the local tie148

information it is possible to scale these formal errors by a multiplicative constant149
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f . As local ties are not always re-measured after changes of the station coordinates,150

this feature allows to maintain a certain fraction of the 3D information that relates151

the different space geodetic techniques to each other. However, for the analysis152

described in section 3 formal errors were used as they are given in the SINEX files,153

i.e. setting f = 1. Such a setup is feasible although the differences between the154

local ties reconstructed from single-technique solutions (cf. Sec. 3.2.1) and those155

provided by the IERS might differ at by up to two centimeters at particular sites156

(e.g. CONZ and ONSA) as shown in Tab. 3). This discrepancy and and the fact157

that formal errors for some IERS local ties appear to be too optimistic do not play158

a role when combining data on the observation level, since one has to consider159

that local ties are introduced as virtual observations. Given the large number160

of GPS and VLBI observations, it turns out that even such small formal errors161

do not lead to a rigid inter-technique baseline vector, but still provides enough162

flexibility to account for technique specific systematic effects and errors in the163

local tie vectors. The impact of different weighting strategies, i.e. the choice of the164

multiplicative constant f for the stochastic information of the local tie vectors, is165

studied separately as described in section 3.3.166

2.1.2 Common troposphere parameters167

Microwave based techniques like GPS or VLBI have in common that the neutral168

atmosphere (troposphere) causes signals to be delayed since the refractivity index169

of the gases in the media is not equal to one. Following Davis et al. (1993), one170

can model the troposphere excess delay in the form171

τGPS = mfh(ε) ·ZHDGPS+mfw(ε) ·ZWD+mfg(ε) ·(GN cosα+GE sinα), (2)172
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where ZHDGPS and ZWD are hydrostatic and wet zenith delays at the GPS173

site and mfh(ε) and mfw(ε) denote the corresponding mapping functions which174

depend on the elevation angle ε. Horizontal gradients in North- (GN ) and East-175

direction (GE) allow to consider azimuthal (α) asymmetry and are mapped with a176

dedicated gradient mapping function mfg(ε). Since hydrostatic delays can be com-177

puted a-priori with sufficient accuracy, one needs to estimate only wet zenith de-178

lays, respectively gradient parameters. If another microwave technique, e.g. VLBI,179

is co-located with the GPS antenna, one can assume that troposphere conditions180

are almost identical except an offset caused by different heights of the technique181

specific reference points. In general, any change in height is accompanied by a182

change of both, zenith hydrostatic delay and zenith wet delay. However, as the183

latter one is small compared to the hydrostatic delay effect and hydrostatic and184

wet mapping functions are identical at first order, it is possible to express a height185

shift by a change of hydrostatic delay. This can be denoted as186

ZHDV LBI = ZHDGPS +∆D (3)187

and allows to parameterize a single zenith wet delay, i.e. ZWD, only. Since, hori-188

zontal gradients are assumed to be identical for co-located space geodetic instru-189

ments, VLBI troposphere delay can be modeled as190

τV LBI = mfh(ε)·(ZHDGPS+∆D)+mfw(ε)·ZWD+mfg(ε)·(GN cosα+GE sinα).

(4)191

In doing so, site dependent common troposphere parameters, i.e. ZWD, GN and192

GE , can be estimated when data are combined on the observation level. The so-193

called troposphere tie ∆D can be either derived from leveling measurements and194
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accurate meteorologic information (Teke et al. 2011) or estimated as an additional195

parameter together with the other unknowns.196

2.1.3 Common clock parameters197

Similar to common troposphere parameters which can be effectively estimated for198

each co-location site, the clock model can be parameterized in a similar way, if199

signals from a frequency standard are distributed to both systems, i.e. feeding200

the GPS receiver and steering the VLBI back-end. Although VLBI data are time201

stamped with information based on 1 pulse-per-second (PPS) signals, geodetic202

GPS receivers usually do not support external timing signals in the form of PPS203

signals. Considering only reference frequency, an unknown timing offset remains204

between GPS and VLBI. Moreover, un-calibrated signal paths on the way to the205

timing reference point of each system exist. However, as both, the oscillators of the206

GPS receiver and the VLBI back-end, are locked to the same reference signal, it is207

possible to set up a common model for clock variations and additionally estimate208

an inter-technique clock offset. In doing so, one can express the relation between209

the VLBI and the GPS clock in the form210

clockV LBI = clockGPS +∆L(t), (5)211

where the last term ∆L(t) denotes the offset of the VLBI clock w.r.t. the GPS212

clock. If all cables and internal delays are stable or monitored one could assume213

∆L(t) = const., but since this is not the case for current space geodetic timing214

systems, it is better to allow for a small and long-period variation of ∆L(t) (see215

discussion in next section).216
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2.2 Prerequisites for the combination on the observation level217

Although combination on the observation level is straightforward with respect to218

the mathematical formulation, one needs to make sure that the underlying (geo-)219

physical models are consistent among the different techniques. c5++ has been de-220

signed to ensure these requirements. However, estimation of a common troposphere221

model requires that a-priori hydrostatic delays are derived from consistent mete-222

orologic models. VLBI stations are equipped with ground meteo sensors, whereas223

those are not always deployed at GPS sites. Such meteorologic data are usually224

stored only for the epochs corresponding to VLBI scans and requires temporal and225

spatial interpolation to meet GPS antenna locations and observation epochs. In or-226

der to consistently handle a-priori hydrostatic delays for both, VLBI and GPS, the227

GPT2 model (Lagler et al. 2013) is being used in this study. This ensures that tro-228

posphere ties (Eq. 3) can be estimated as daily constant offsets and do not absorb229

any artifacts caused by differences between measured and modeled meteorologic230

conditions. The concept of troposphere ties will work as long as the meteorologic231

conditions between two sites can be approximated sufficiently accurate by an off-232

set ∆D. This imposes an implicit constraint on the spatial distance between GPS233

and VLBI antennas, which should not exceed more than about 100 meter in the234

vertical and, depending on the topography, about one kilometer horizontally. This235

limit ensures that a simple troposphere bias can be estimated without the need236

to compensate for higher order corrections. Moreover, troposphere gradients can237

be assumed to be identical as long as the lateral distance between the co-located238

techniques does not exceed a few kilometers so that no significant changes of wet239

refractivity can impact the estimation process. These criteria are met for VLBI240
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and GPS installations at all co-location sites, but could be problematic in the case241

one tries to tie DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated242

by Satellite, (Willis et al. 2010)) sites as another microwave based space geode-243

tic technique. Other than GPS, DORIS antennas are transmitting signals, which244

makes them a potential candidate for radio frequency interference (RFI) and, thus245

have them placed slightly away from other space geodetic infrastructures (Teke et246

al. 2011).247

Estimation of a common clock model, that serves both, GPS and VLBI, requires248

that observations from both techniques are dealt with in the same time system.249

This requirement is fulfilled as c5++ handles observations of any space geodetic250

technique in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), in particular converting GPS251

time tags to UTC. In addition to a consistent time frame, one needs to make252

sure that inter-technique timing offsets are parameterized properly. Other than253

troposphere ties ∆D, which are thought to be constant offsets over 24 hours,254

inter-technique clock differences ∆L(t) should be parameterized in a way that al-255

lows to consider variations at periods much longer than the temporal resolution of256

the clock model (clockGPS). As it turns out, temperature dependent cable length257

variations are the dominant source for temporal changes of inter-technique clock258

offsets. Therefore, it is recommended to parameterize ∆L(t) so that at least a259

diurnal variation can be modeled properly when combining VLBI and GPS obser-260

vations over a 24 hour period.261

Another issue one needs to take care of, is related to the fact that VLBI sessions262

are not scheduled on a daily basis, sessions do not start and end at 0 UT and263

correlator clock models are usually not consistent among different sessions. Other264

than for the CONT11 data-set used here, special care needs to be taken when265
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combining standard VLBI data with other observations like GPS. As c5++ can266

use arbitrary start and end times for the parameter estimation period all data267

outside periods where no VLBI data are available are therefore not considered for268

the adjustment process.269

In summary, c5++ does not only provide the same geophysical models for different270

space geodetic techniques, but also utilizes only data within the same time span.271

3 Combination of GPS and VLBI during CONT11272

CONT11 was a campaign of continuous VLBI sessions, organized by the Inter-273

national VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (Schuh and Behrend 2007)274

and observed between Sep. 15th and Sep. 30th 2011, which were scheduled and275

correlated as daily sessions so that data or products can be combined with GPS276

over the same time span. In total 14 VLBI stations joined the CONT11 observing277

network. However, since not all stations continuously contributed to CONT11 and278

only a fraction of the network stations shared a common frequency standard with279

the co-located GPS receiver (Rieck et al. 2012). In order to avoid the usage of con-280

straints for clock and troposphere parameters, the spacing of the piece-wise linear281

functions was selected accordingly (cf. next section). But since several participat-282

ing stations had data gaps longer than those parameters intervals, such stations283

were excluded from the network as well, leaving only 7 stations which can be used284

for combination of GPS and VLBI consistently over the 15 days period. A map285

with the location of these stations is shown in Figure 2.286
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3.1 Parameterization287

As for VLBI data, c5++ provides an interface that allows to read ionosphere free288

observations from databases in NGS format (http://lacerta.gsfc.nasa.gov/mk5/help/dbngs_format.txt),289

whereas GPS observations can be input via a Receiver INdependent EXchange For-290

mat (RINEX) (Gurtner 2000) interface. In general, c5++ estimates parameters291

via an iterative least-squares adjustment based on a Gauss-Markov model (Koch292

1997) paired with an outlier rejection based on a 3 − σ criteria. Based on this293

approach, CONT11 data were analyzed in 24 hour batches, and different analy-294

sis options (Table 1) were selected for the computation of the target parameters.295

For the VLBI-only solution (S0001) no-net-translation (NNT) and no-net-rotation296

(NNR) constraints had to be applied in order to solve for all seven station positions297

without the need of fixing a single VLBI site to its nominal ITRF2008 coordi-298

nates (Altamimi et al., 2011). Stations TSKB and CONZ were excluded from the299

NNR/NNT conditions in order to account for site displacements caused by large300

Earthquakes. The GPS-only solution (S0010) was obtained from un-differenced301

observations which were processed in static precise-point positioning (PPP) mode302

(Kouba and Heroux, 2001), while using IGS final orbit and clock products (Dow303

et al. 2009). The PPP mode allows us to process the observations independently304

from the length of the baselines defined by the VLBI network geometry. However,305

the small number of stations involved in this study does not allow an estimation306

of satellite orbit and clock parameters. An elevation cut-off angle of 5 degrees307

was applied to all GPS sites and ambiguities were solved as floats. Compared to308

the VLBI data-set, GPS observations provide a better geometrical and temporal309

coverage, which allows to solve for station clock parameters with a finer resolu-310
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tion, i.e. estimating piece-wise linear clock models with nodes every 5 minutes (cf.311

Table 1). The first solution which combines GPS and VLBI on the observation312

level, i.e. S0011, only added local tie vectors as virtual observations that relate be-313

tween the reference points of the co-located VLBI and GPS antennas. Taking this314

concept a step further leads to solution S0111, which includes the estimation of315

site-dependent troposphere parameters, i.e. zenith wet delays and gradients, rather316

than estimating such parameters for VLBI and GPS separately. The last solution317

(S1111) extends the parameterization of S0111 and deals with clock estimates as318

site-dependent parameters as well. This can be realized by considering a slowly319

varying inter-technique electrical cable delay change which is being modeled by320

a continuous piece-wise linear function with a temporal resolution of 3 hours. In321

all solutions earth orientation parameters (EOPs), i.e. UT1 and pole coordinates322

(Xp/Yp), were only estimated from VLBI data since GPS orbits were kept fixed323

to their IGS values. Tab. 2 lists the geophysical models used for the computation324

of single-technique and combined solutions.325

Weighting of data and virtual observations, e.g. local ties, is not a straightforward326

problem and is usually handled by variance component estimation (Kelm, 2009).327

However, as this feature is currently not implemented in the c5++ framework328

one has to rely on the weights deduced from the formal errors from each mea-329

surement type. As for VLBI, formal errors provided from the correlator are taken330

and multiplied with the wet mapping functions in order put lower weight on low331

elevation observations. GPS code and carrier phase observations are assumed to332

have formal errors of 70 cm and 7 mm, respectively. Also these formal errors are333

multiplied with the wet mapping function coefficients in order to account for a334

decrease of precision at lower elevations. As mentioned before, local tie vectors335
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are introduced with the formal errors provided in the IERS SINEX files. These336

uncertainties might be too optimistic (cf. Tab. 3) but one has to consider that337

local tie vectors are introduced on the observation level like any other observable.338

As three virtual observations, i.e. one for each local tie coordinate component,339

compete against thousands of GPS and VLBI observations, it is feasible to as-340

sume that even though the formal errors are too optimistic the combined solution341

is not constrained to a rigid local tie vector which is purely determined by the342

IERS local tie information. The impact of the weight with which these local ties343

are introduced has been studied separately and is summarized in section 3.3.344

3.2 Results345

In order to judge whether combination on the observation level improves the es-346

timation of geodetic target parameters, station coordinates are studied in the347

following. In addition, nuisance parameters, in particular troposphere estimates,348

which are also used outside the geodetic community, are compared. Moreover, the349

feasibility of estimating a station-wise common clock model, respectively parame-350

terizing clock-ties with a long-term variation, is being reviewed.351

3.2.1 Site coordinates352

Station position repeatabilities, measured as root mean squared (RMS) error of the353

offset-removed coordinate time series, during the 15 day period are computed for354

each solution and plotted for individual stations in Figure 3. In addition, average355

RMS values over all network sites are summarized in Table 4. VLBI-only station356

position repeatability is worse than the GPS-only solution. In general, scattering of357
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the VLBI-only solution is about twice as large as the GPS single-technique position358

results. However, once data are combined on the observation level and local tie vec-359

tors are added as virtual observations, co-located VLBI and GPS sites reveal the360

same stability. Thus, in the following only repeatabilities of the GPS receivers will361

be discussed, although identical conclusions could be drawn also from the VLBI362

coordinate time series of any combined solution. One can see that adding VLBI363

and local tie-information improves the station position repeatabilities of the GPS364

sites. Only at Hartebeesthoek, South Africa (GPS:HRAO/VLBI:HARTRAO) a365

small degradation of the performance can be noticed. Estimating the troposphere366

conditions as site-dependent common parameters, as done in solution S0111, has367

another positive impact on the station position repeatability. Although the total368

number of VLBI scans is relatively small compared to all GPS observations, most369

of the VLBI data is taken at very low elevation angles, given the long baselines370

and the mutual source visibility. This allows to better de-correlate station position,371

clock and troposphere parameters and helps to overcome drawbacks which GPS372

is facing due to antenna phase center variations. Finally, the estimation of both,373

common troposphere and clock parameters, as carried out in solution S1111, yields374

the best performance among all solution strategies. However, as discussed in sec-375

tion 2.2 one can not simply assume a constant offset between the VLBI and GPS376

timing equipment, but needs to model at least a time dependent inter-technique377

clock offset. Although improvements are at the sub-mm level, it is clearly indi-378

cated that combination on the observation level, respectively estimating common379

parameters (troposphere, clocks), has a positive influence on the stability of the380

obtained coordinate time series.381
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3.2.2 Common troposphere parameters382

Beside traditional space geodetic products like station position, troposphere esti-383

mates are being used for various purposes outside the geodetic community. Thus,384

the impact of combination on the observation level, respectively the estimation of385

site-dependent common troposphere models, is being investigated. As an example,386

troposphere estimates at station Wettzell, Germany during CONT11 are shown in387

Figure 4. Single-technique troposphere estimates and solution S0011, which com-388

bines GPS and VLBI but does contain a station-wise common troposphere model,389

reveal a few spikes in the time series, which are likely caused by undetected out-390

liers which got absorbed into the troposphere estimates. In particular the VLBI391

estimates seem to suffer from this effect. However, as soon as station-dependent392

common troposphere models are estimated, i.e. solutions S0111 and S1111, those393

data artifacts do not mitigate into the troposphere parameters. In addition, daily394

estimates of troposphere ties ∆D (see discussion in Section 2.1.2) are stable over395

time with ± 2 mm. Table 5 lists the estimated station-dependent troposphere ties396

and compares them with theoretical values from Teke et al. (2011). Except for sta-397

tions KOKB and WES2, estimated troposphere ties agree well with the expected398

values derived from height differences and average atmosphere conditions. The399

estimates for WES2 are consistent with the value derived by Thaller (2008), but400

differences at KOKB remain unexplained. The most likely explanation for differ-401

ences between estimated and empirically modeled troposphere ties might be given402

by antenna radome or multi-path effects.403
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3.2.3 Common clock model404

Estimating a single clock model for both techniques at each site, significantly405

reduces the number of unknowns and, thus helps to stabilize the solution, respec-406

tively makes it easier to detect outliers, which would otherwise propagate to a407

large extent into the clock solution. Although, a common clock model improves408

the estimation of the target parameters, as discussed in the prior sections, the409

assumption that clock ties ∆L(t) can be modeled by a piece-wise linear func-410

tion, with a time resolution of 3 hours, is crucial. If reference frequency signals411

are distributed perfectly to VLBI and GPS components, one would expect that412

∆L(t) ≈ const. within the formal error of the estimates. However, when comput-413

ing the RMS of the de-trended clock-tie estimates (Fig. 5) it obvious that several414

stations have inter-system delay variations which exceed the average formal er-415

ror of these biases. In particular stations at which GPS and VLBI technology are416

separated further away, e.g. the Transportable Integrated Geodetic Observatory417

(TIGO) in Concepcion and Tsukuba (TSKB), it is not feasible to estimate a com-418

mon clock without considering intra-day variations of the clock-tie. On the other419

side, at stations where the GPS antenna is located close to the VLBI facilities (e.g.420

at Onsala (ONSA)), almost no significant sub-daily inter-technique delay varia-421

tions are found. This sustains the hope that in the future, more stable and well422

monitored frequency distribution systems become commercially available, so that423

VLBI and GNSS technology can be locked to a single frequency standard and424

inter-system delays, i.e. clock ties, are reduced to a single constant offset, which425

can be estimated with the other unknown parameters.426
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3.3 On the impact of different weights for the local ties427

Introducing local tie information with the stochastic information provided in the428

SINEX files could lead to too tightly coupling of co-located site. For example,429

formal errors of 0.1 mm for the local tie at WTZZ might be too optimistic for430

the description of the physical accuracy of that inter-technique baseline vector.431

As mentioned in the prior sections, station position repeatabilities of VLBI were432

almost identical to those of GPS. This confirms the concept that co-located sta-433

tions are allowed only identical movements, but bears the risk of constraining on434

technique, i.e. VLBI, closer to the technique which dominates the solution (i.e.435

GPS) because of its larger number of observations.436

In order to test the impact of the stochastic information for the local tie vectors,437

solutions S0011 and S1111 were computed with different choices for the multiplica-438

tive constant f (cf. Eq. 1). Other than in the analysis before, where local ties were439

introduced with the formal errors given in the SINEX files, i.e.f = 1, also lower440

weights for the uncertainty of these links were tested with f = 2, 4, 8, 16. Mean441

3D station position repeatabilities were then taken as criteria in order to judge442

how the choice of the local tie uncertainty impacts each solution. One expects443

that lower weights for the local ties lead to less coupling of the obtained station444

positions and thus yield more independency among the station positions of the445

different space geodetic techniques.446

As shown in Figure 6 this assumption is confirmed. In general, lower weights, i.e.447

larger values of f , lead to more scattering of the station coordinates of a single448

technique, in particular VLBI. This is clearly visible from solutions S0011, which449

rely only on local tie information that relates between both techniques. A similar450
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pattern can be seen for solutions S1111, but here one notices that implicit ties451

from common troposphere and clock models help to reduce such a degradation. In452

general, it can be concluded that lower weights for the local ties lead to a perfor-453

mance which is closer to those of single-technique solutions when no other common454

models, either troposphere or clock, are estimated together. Moreover, one needs455

to consider that too loose constraints bear the risk that VLBI station position456

scattering gets worse than the single technique solution since the VLBI network457

has not been constrained by NNR/NNT conditions, but purely relies on the local458

tie information which implicitly orients and aligns the VLBI network stations.459

Similar to the results discussed in section 3.2.1 one can observe only sub-mm460

changes of the GPS station coordinate repeatabilities, but sees a large impact on461

the VLBI station position performance, which is clearly benefiting from closer ties462

with the co-located GPS receiver. Although the impact of the combination of the463

observation level leads only to small improvements for the GPS station coordinate464

repeatabilities,the benefit of this approach can be confirmed consistently every465

time VLBI and GPS are analyzed together.466

For the future a significant improvement is expected after next generation VLBI467

technology (Petrachenko et al. 2012) is in place. Such new technology is expected468

to produce more scans and thus enable VLBI to compete better with the large469

number of GPS measurements. In addition, a variance component estimation,470

which includes the formal errors of the local ties, could help to include these inter-471

technique vectors in the adjustment process with more realistic weights.472
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4 Discussion473

It could be shown that combination of space geodetic data on the observation level474

improves both, geodetic target parameters and nuisance parameters like tropo-475

sphere estimates. Parameters estimated from the combined approaches performed476

better than any of the single-technique solutions. In addition, outliers are less likely477

to mitigate into parameters when more than one space geodetic technique is used478

to estimate physically identical quantities like troposphere or clock offset. How-479

ever, special care needs to be taken when tying two or more techniques together,480

by means of other than geometrical information, i.e. locally measured 3D vectors.481

If the troposphere is used as a proxy for tying together microwave based space482

geodetic techniques, both the underlying physical model as well as the functional483

representation in the adjustment process, are consistent if a so-called troposphere-484

tie, which corrects for different station heights (respectively zenith delays), is taken485

into account. Such a troposphere tie can be applied a-priori, if accurate meteo-486

rologic information is available at all co-location instruments. Otherwise, one can487

parameterize troposphere-ties as inter-system troposphere biases in the adjust-488

ment process. The latter approach was pursued here, leading to estimates which489

match with empirically derived troposphere ties within the formal uncertainties.490

However, GNSS antenna radome and multi-path effects can be absorbed into tro-491

posphere ties, leading to estimates which can not by assigned to differential zenith492

troposphere delays only.493

Estimation of a common clock model, as a third way of tying together different494

space geodetic techniques, is feasible as well. However, special care needs to be495

taken, since intra- and inter-system delay changes do not allow to estimate a sim-496
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ple constant bias for the duration of a 24 hour session. Since most cable length497

changes and internal delay variations are strongly correlated to temperature vari-498

ation, clock-ties have to be parameterized in a way which accounts at least for499

diurnal variations.500

The network of 7 stations likely does not reveal the full potential of this approach501

and further studies concerning the suggested combination approach are needed to502

confirm the benefits presented here. However, we find a consistent improvement503

each time we add another parameter to be estimated from both techniques, which504

would not be the case if combination of common parameters on the observation505

level does not work or has conceptual errors.506

5 Outlook507

Space geodetic techniques are currently not only improved concerning measure-508

ment precision, but also undergo system upgrades which allow to obtain more509

observations per session. In the case of GNSS, this is achieved by the inclusion of510

more satellite systems. However, even within GNSS, biases between the different511

systems exist. Thus, before combining GNSS with other space geodetic techniques,512

such biases need to be well understood and either compensated or estimated prop-513

erly. As for VLBI, it is envisaged that the VLBI2010 system will replace the current514

S/X-band systems in the next several years (Petrachenko et al. 2012). With the515

introduction of phase delay observables, a significant improvement in measure-516

ment precision is expected from this new technology, making it more competitive517

against GNSS and SLR.518

Combination of space geodetic techniques implies that local ties are well known,519
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monitored and are made accessible for the analysts. Thus, local tie surveys need to520

be carried out more regularly and accuracy of the inter-technique links should be521

better than the performance of space geodetic techniques, respectively the GGOS522

goals. If one wants to take benefit from common frequency standards, it is rec-523

ommended to monitor cable delay changes and calibrate internal delay variations.524

Estimation of such biases seems to be feasible as shown in this study, but knowl-525

edge of relative or even absolute timing offsets will likely improve the concept of526

combining space geodetic techniques by considering a common clock model. First527

efforts to establish such a system for VLBI are currently ongoing as reported by528

Panek et al. (2013).529

In general, one can extend the concept of combination on the observation level530

and include a third space geodetic technique, e.g. SLR, and estimate orbit pa-531

rameters as well. In doing so, GPS satellites which are also tracked by SLR sites532

would increase the number of implicit links between the techniques and further533

improve the estimation of target parameters. Although c5++ would support such534

an approach after minor updates, one needs to improve the mathematical con-535

cept of the estimation process as the huge number of unknowns, which have to536

be solved in a single adjustment process, likely poses a problem with the current537

estimation method. In addition, one needs to reconsider how observational data538

from different space geodetic technique should be weighted. As VLBI and GPS do539

not contribute the same number of observations during a 24h session, one needs540

to improve the mathematical concept behind the estimation method. In principle541

this can be achieved by a variance component estimation as suggested by Kelm542

(2009). This approach has not been used for this study, but might be applicable543

in future investigations.544
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In general, the combination of space geodetic data on the observation level appears545

to be a promising strategy to support the GGOS goals and help to realize the next546

generation of reference frames which are required for monitoring global change.547
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Fig. 1 The basic concept of c5++ allows to process single- and multi-technique space geodetic

observations by taking advantage from the usage of identical geophysical models.
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Fig. 2 Location of all stations which participated in the CONT11 campaign and were consid-

ered for combination on the observation level. Sites are abbreviated with their IGS name, i.e.

Hartebeesthoek (HRAO), Kokee Park (KOKB), Onsala (ONSA), TIGO Concepcion (TIGO),

Tsukuba (TSKB), Westford (WES2) and Wettzell (WTZZ).
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Fig. 3 15 days station position repeatabilities, measured as root mean square (RMS) error,

from each solution are plotted for individual stations. Ordinates are scaled logarithmically for

better readability. Average RMS values over all network sites are summarized in Table 4.
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Fig. 4 (a) Estimated zenith wet delays at Wettzell, Germany are plotted over the 15 days

CONT11 period. The different solutions are offset by 20 mm each for better readability. (b)

Daily estimates of the troposphere tie between VLBI and GPS at station Wettzell.
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Fig. 5 Daily RMS of detrended three-hourly estimated clock ties. The dotted line (denoted

by σc) shows the average 1-sigma formal error of these ties. Since WTZZ/WETTZELL has

been chosen as clock-reference, no clock tie is available for this site. A common clock was

not estimated for Station HRAO/HARTRAO on Sep. 5th, 2011 since the GPS receiver clock

jumped by one millisecond, whereas the VLBI clock did not show this behavior.
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Fig. 6 Mean station position repeatabilities (in mm) from solutions S0011 and S1111 which

were computed with different multiplicative constants, i.e. f = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 (cf. Sec. 2.1.1),

which scale the formal errors of the local ties. The upper plot shows the mean 3D station

position RMS of the VLBI sites together with the corresponding single-technique (solution

S0001) performance (dashed line). The lower plot depicts the mean 3D station position RMS

of the GPS sites together with the GPS-only solution (S0010) performance (dashed line).
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Table 1 Parameter settings of single- and multi-technique solutions. For solutions S0111 and

S1111 a daily troposphere tie was estimated between VLBI and GPS at each site. In solution

S1111 the inter-technique clock-offset ∆L(t) was estimated in the form of a 3 h piece-wise

linear function.

solution techniques local ties ZWD gradients clock EOPs

name involved applied GPS VLBI GPS VLBI GPS VLBI

S0001 VLBI only no 2 h 6 h 1 h yes

S0010 GPS only no 2 h 6 h 5 min no

S0011 GPS+VLBI yes 2 h 2 h 6 h 6h 5 min 1 h yes

S0111 GPS+VLBI yes 2 h 6 h 5 min 1 h yes

S1111 GPS+VLBI yes 2 h 6 h 5 min yes
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Table 2 Summary of the geophysical models used in this study.

Model VLBI GPS

Solid earth tides IERS 2010 conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010)

Ocean loading Multi-mission altimetry model EOT11a (ftp://ftp.dgfi.badw.de/pub/EOT11a)

Atmospheric pressure loading S1-S2 corrections (Ray and Ponte, 2003)

EOPs A-priori UT1 and polar motion from IERS C04 series

A-priori troposphere delays Zenith hydrostatics delays from GPT2 mapped with GMF2 (Lagler et al. 2013)

Wet troposphere delays Estimated with wet GMF2 (Lagler et al. 2013) mapping function

Gradients Estimated with Chen and Herring (1997) mapping function

Ionosphere
First-order dual-frequency correction First order dual-frequency correction and higher order

corrections according to IERS 2010 conventions

Antenna phase center IGS ANTEX information (igs08_1785.atx)
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Table 3 Comparison between GPS-VLBI station vector determined from single-technique

analysis (i.e. solutions S0001 and S0010) and the terrestrial local ties provided from the IERS.

station ∆x ∆y ∆z

CONZ

c5++ -46.6605 ± 0.0054 50.2659 ± 0.0106 -98.5984 ± 0.0111

local tie -46.6560 ± 0.0009 50.2726 ± 0.0008 -98.6173 ± 0.0011

diff. 0.0045 ± 0.0055 0.0067 ± 0.0106 -0.0189 ± 0.0112

HRAO

c5++ -90.3018 ± 0.0087 132.1958 ± 0.0072 -34.6547 ± 0.0049

local tie -90.3001 ± 0.0020 132.1879 ± 0.0017 -34.6539 ± 0.0021

diff. 0.0017 ± 0.0089 -0.0079 ± 0.0074 0.0008 ± 0.0053

KOKB

c5++ -0.4872 ± 0.0083 -19.3977 ± 0.0048 -42.2420 ± 0.0056

local tie -0.5037 ± 0.0023 -19.4023 ± 0.0021 -42.2335 ± 0.0023

diff. -0.0165 ± 0.0086 -0.0046 ± 0.0052 0.0085 ± 0.0061

ONSA

c5++ 52.6136 ± 0.0044 -40.4706 ± 0.0031 -43.8953 ± 0.0084

local tie 52.6233 ± 0.0016 -40.4595 ± 0.0016 -43.8731 ± 0.0017

diff. 0.0097 ± 0.0047 0.0111 ± 0.0035 0.0222 ± 0.0086

TSKB

c5++ 209.5582 ± 0.0078 -29.7301 ± 0.0065 216.8749 ± 0.0073

local tie 209.5487 ± 0.0009 -29.7242 ± 0.0009 216.8833 ± 0.0011

diff. -0.0095 ±0.0079 0.0059 ± 0.0066 0.0084 ± 0.0074

WES2

c5++ 26.7849 ± 0.0037 41.0336 ± 0.0056 30.4688 ± 0.0052

local tie 26.7960 ± 0.0051 41.0220 ± 0.0051 30.4760 ± 0.0051

diff. 0.0111 ± 0.0063 -0.0116 ± 0.0076 0.0072 ±0.0073

WTZZ

c5++ 39.6690 ± 0.0051 117.7088 ± 0.0030 -60.4137 ± 0.0061

local tie 39.6737 ± 0.0001 117.7098 ± 0.0001 -60.4151 ± 0.0001

diff. 0.0047 ± 0.0051 0.0010 ± 0.0030 -0.0014 ± 0.0061
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Table 4 Mean station position repeatabilities (in mm) from the five different solutions.

sol. N/S E/W U/D 3D

S0001 2.74 4.65 8.11 9.97

S0010 1.46 2.35 4.12 5.12

S0011 1.40 2.24 4.00 4.95

S0111 1.33 2.13 3.93 4.82

S1111 1.28 2.07 3.97 4.81
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Table 5 Mean troposphere ties (and their formal errors) between VLBI and GPS. The right

column lists the corresponding empirical values from Teke et al. (2011).

IGS S0111 S1111 emp.

name [mm] [mm] [mm]

CONZ 5.0 ± 1.9 4.9 ± 1.8 3.1

HRAO -1.1 ± 2.0 -0.7 ± 1.7 -0.5

KOKB 4.0 ± 2.3 4.0 ± 2.0 -2.7

ONSA -4.1 ± 1.6 -4.0 ± 1.6 -4.2

TSKB -8.2 ± 4.5 -8.5 ± 2.9 -6.1

WES2 -4.0 ± 2.0 -3.9 ± 1.9 -0.6

WTZZ 0.8 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.9 -0.9


